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About This Game

Dead Hungry Diner is all about big combos, spells, monsters fighting monsters and finding your flow within the monstrous
mayhem!

Help Gabe and Gabby, patrons of “The Dead Hungry Diner”, as they feed the creatures of the night buckets and buckets of
juicy Brain Berry goop!

(Well... that’s the easy part!)
Do you know what happens when you place werewolves near vampires?

They fight!!! And you don’t want fighting when you have so many other things to take care of...

 Key Features

55 Levels across 5 worlds

6 Unique Monster Types to Manage

2 Game Modes - Story and All-You-Can-Eat

Strategically use Spells and Abilities to Overcome Challenges

Grab Upgrades from the Blackest Market

Keep the Peace with Frankie the Bouncer
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Help Defeat the Evil Monster Hunter

Easy to Follow In-Game Tutorials

Can You Achieve Master Ratings on all Levels?

(It’s Very Pretty!)

DISCLAIMER:
Our Vampires Are 100% Sparkle and Love Triangle free!
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Title: Dead Hungry Diner
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Black Market Games
Publisher:
Black Market Games
Release Date: 16 May, 2012

 b4d347fde0 

English,French,German,Italian
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Fun and enjoyable so far. Level difficulty increases gradually, so you don't have that horrible "I was doing great last round, but
this round I keep dying..." problem. :)
Despite the simplicity of the storyline, and the basic repetitive nature of games like this, I actually do seem to understand the
two main characters' viewpoints\/life stories, which is always a plus!. Dead Hungry Diner is a cute game that I'd recomend for
people to get used to point and click games.
There is a good plot and the levels are good but there really is only so much you can do when rushing to feed a horde of
monsters. Still it was fun to see if I could be fast enough and get to the next level.
Though once you do finish the game you can't seem to go back to the start and then play through again, which I wanted to do to
see if I could achieve a better score etc.. It's a fun little restaurant simulator with a monster vibe.. A bit boring...did expect more
..... Dead Hungry Diner is a casual Restaurant City style game featuring zombies and brain berries rather than the typical
restaurant patron. The game includes both quick game and story modes, supports the Steam Overlay and widescreen resolutions
and is a very small 73 MB install. The music and graphics are both well done, and while the gameplay is fairly standard fare, the
overall presentation is quite good. For a casual game of this nature this is a very good title. This is the perfect budget title for
Facebook gamers who enjoy timed puzzle challenges, and for the low price it is offered at, a solid purchase.. If you realy realy
like "diner" games its worth of trying. Not much new tho.
It gets soon borring with same chind of missions all over again.. decent game, quite fun. I played the demo on a lark and was
instantly hooked. This game will honestly challenge you to think about each move you make. You have to establish a rhythm of
getting your patrons seated, making sure they are located in the right positions, collecting their money, and keeping the tables
clean after they leave.

While that may not seem interesting, it is. Add in the wide variety of spells and different approaches you can take to any of the
situations you face and you have one heck of a wild and fun game.

While this game may appear simplistic and aimed at kids, I can guarantee that it is quite a bit more.
. It's Diner Dash with Zombies & Monsters. What not to love about that.. "Indie, Casual" basically says it all. what also would
say it all is "really stupid, not worth actual real money"
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Very cute game that goes along the same lines as Diner Dash. If you like time management games, then you will like this one.
Colorful graphics, interesting characters, and a good soundtrack make this game stand out.. GREAT GAME! A word of
warning: it's highly addictive!. Diner-Dash with zombies. Classy!. Cool take on the diner dash genre. I haven't beat it because
there are a ton of levels, but its not bad. Definitely worth $5.. Dinner Dash with undead and monsters. Get your goth on!. Simply
put = Fun for all the family. Muse away a few hours during some fast paced clicky action, with a cute scary theme.

(Diner Dash) in gameplay, but with monsters and ghouls. Reasonably priced too.. I really enjoyed this game and go back and
play it randomly. Approrpriate for any age. For me it is a great break from it all. I hope to see another Dead Hungry Diner in the
near future.
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